Year 3 STAR Learning 2019-2020
STAR Learning
projects:

Autumn ‘19
Dinosaurs

Learning visits

English

Spring ‘20

Summer ‘20

Rainforests

KERNOW VYS BYKEN

WW2

TOKYO!

Eden project

Geevor tin mine
St Ives

Flambards ?

Camp

Punctuation & Grammar: simple punctuation (CL, FS, !?, commas in a list) singular, plural, word classes (nouns, verbs, adverbs/adverbial phrases, conjunctions, adjectives), complex sentences (main clause + relative clause) apostrophe for contractions &
omission, past & present tense, inverted commas,
Spelling: all 44 sounds, -ins, -ed, irregular past tense, compound words, -er, -est

Science

Skeletons
Carnivores, omnivores, herbivores
Fossilisation

DT

Moving dinosaur mouth
Dinosaur puppets - levers

Computing

Animation/Programming

Plants - functions and parts
Requirements for life of plants
Transportation of water in plants
Flowers in the life cycle
Condition for growth - growing cress
investigation

Video fact file

History

Rocks and soils - types of rocks composition of soils - mining

Forces - magnets attract and repel
friction /resistance

Light and shadow

Pasty making

WW2 garden - anderson shelter

Flag-stitching

Debugging

Information handling

WW2

Describe memories of key events in
their life

Communicating safely
Esafety
History of mining

Geography

Continents

Where rainforests are - any patterns
Aerial photos - deforestation

Map work
UK cities and counties

RE

Diwali

christmas

Christianity

Music

Compose a piece of music to a scene of
Jurassic Park (Research John Williams
composer for films)

Art

3D dinosaur clay models/sculpture

PE

Network engineers

Printing - flowers and leaves and relief
printing

Physical and human features of the
locality.
Weather patterns
Beach study
Sikhism

Similarities between places
How places relate to each other
Different views about an issue - whaling
Comparisons using populations, temperature - countries in the olympics
Islam

Mining songs, sea shanties, Cornish dancing

WW2 songs

Collage Great artists - Barbara Hepworth

Shading
Colour mixing

Swimming
Gymnastics

Dance- Animal/weather movement

Judaism

Cross stitching - flags of countries in
the olympics

Ball skills and games /olympics sport

French

Les quatre amis (Unit 5 LCF Clubs)
Animals, movements

Greetings/simple instructions (unit 1
Moi LCF Clubs)

Jeux et chansons (games and songs
Unit 2 LCF clubs)
Numbers 1-20, playground activities
etc.

On fait le fete (Unit 3 LCF Clubs)
Birthdays, months, simple verbs.

Portraits (Unit 4 LCF Clubs)
Body parts, colours, description etc.

Ca pousse (Unit 6 LCF Clubs)
Likes and dislikes, asking questions
etc.

PSHE (Jigsaw)

Being me in my world
Anti bullying week 17th September

Celebrating difference

Dreams and goals

Healthy me

Relationships

Changing me
Jigsaw 1,2,5,6
Christopher Winters 1,2,3

